Glioblastoma Multiforme heterogeneity profiling with solid-state micropores.
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common and lethal type of brain cancer. It is characterized by widespread heterogeneity at the cellular and molecular levels. The detection of this heterogeneity is valuable for accurate diagnosis. Herein, solid-state 20 μm diameter micropore made in thin suspended silicon dioxide membrane is used as cell sensor device. The device relies on a cell's mechano-physical properties as an indicator to differentiate between the subtypes of GBM. A library of GBM cell lines (U251, U87, D54 EGFRviii, and G55) was created by measuring the differences in cell's micropore translocation properties from their distinct electrical profiles. Each GBM subtype has distinct phenotype and this was delineated in their cell translocation behaviors. The library was used to distinguish cells from samples of brain tumor patients. The micropore device accurately profiled GBM patient samples for cell subtypes by comparing data with the GBM library. The micropore approach is simple, can be implemented at low cost and can be used in the clinical setups and operation theaters to detect and identify GBM subtypes from patient samples.